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1. Country and Sector Background
Backiground. Cooperation in the electricity sector is not a new phenomenon in the Southem
African region. One of the first bilateral cooperative projects was the construction of a

transmission line between Nseke in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Kitwe in Zambia in
1958, to supply electricity to Zambian copper mines. This was followed by the construction of the
Kariba darn and associated hydro-electric power stations, one in Zambia, the other in Zimbabwe,
which interconnected the two countries' power systems. SADC, recognizing the importance of
energy to the development of the region, created a Teclhical and Administrative Unit (TAU) in
1980 to act as a co-ordinating agency for the regional energy sector. In 1990 SADC established the
Electricity Sub-Committee (ESC), a forum for the regional power utilities to discuss and plan the
improvement of regional electricity supply. Power exchange among the countries was becoming a
priority because of the uneven distribution of power resources in the region: a large reserve of
low-cost hydro-electricity in the northern part (especially Inga in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Cahora-Bassa in Mozambique, and the Kariba dam on the border betweeni Zambia and
Zimbabwe), and large reserves of cheap coal in South Africa. Countries such as Botswana,
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Namibia and Zimbabwe have no low cost, indigenious sources of electricity.

Main sector issues in SADC have been:
* exposure of individual countries to drought and floods;
* lack of competitiveness because of high electricity tariffs in some countries; and

* the mismatch between energy endowmenit and demand in various countries.

Recognizing that energy problems are common issues within the region and that cotmtries would benefit

from cross-border cooperation in the energy sector, SADC member countries signed the Energy Protocol in

August 1996, which entered into force on April 17, 1998. The Protocol focuses oln the following major

objectives:
* Hanronization of national and regional energy policies, strategies and programs on the

basis of common interest;
* Co-operation in the development and utilization of energy and energy pooling to ensture

security and reliability of energy supply in the most efficient and cost-effective manner;

* Promotion of joint development of human resources and organizational capacity building in
the energy sector; and

* Standardization in appropriate energy development and application.

Subsequently, SADC has created an Energy Commission supported by the SADC Energy
Commission Technical Unit to pursue the realizationi of optimal social and economic benefits

arising from the use of regional ener-gy resources. The Energy Commission focuses its activities on

inter alia harmonization of culTent policies amonig member states, development of new policies,

definition of regional strategies, and iitiation and monitoring of macro resource planning issues at

the regional level. It has initiated and completed a SADC Energy Sector Activity Plan (2000-2005)

to guide the activities of the SADC Energy Sector in the short and meditun tern. It contains 30
activities and defines priorities in foul areas: energy trade; investment and finance; organizational

development and capacity building; and infonnation and experience exchange. Both the SADC

Energy Protocol and SADC Energy Sector Activity Plan (2000-2005) thus confinn the importance
of energy trade and the pivotal role of the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) initiative in the

region's integration and development process.

The Southem African Power Pool (SAPP) was created on September 28, 1995 during the period in
which the SADC Energy Protocol was being developed. It was established by the
Inter-Governmental Memorandum of Understanding (IGMOU) among seven of the eleven members

of the Southern African Development Community (SADC). In December 1995 the Inter-Utility
Memorandum of Understandilg (lUMOU) was signed by the national power utilities. At present the

utilities of the following SADC countries are members of the SAPP: Angola - Empresa Nacional de

Electricidade (ENE), Botswana - Botswania Power Corporation (BPC), Lesotho - Lesotho
Electricity Corporation (LEC), Malawi - Electricity Supply Corporation (ESCOM), Mozambique -

Electricidade de Mocamnbique (EDM), Namibia-Namibia Power (NAMPOWER), South Africa -

Electricity Supply Commission (ESKOM), Swaziland - Swaziland Electricity Board (SEB),
Tanzania - Tanzania Electricity Supply Companiy (TANESCO), Zambia - Zambia Electricity
Supply Corporation (ZESCO), Zilmbabwe - Zimibabwe Electricity Supply Autlhority (ZESA) and

the Democratic Republic of Congo - Societe Nationale d'Electricite (SNEL). The SAPP was the

first fonnal intemational power pool establislhed outside of Europe or North America. The Pool

comprises an area of 9.09 million sq. km and approxinmately 146 million people. The total number

of electricity customers of the combined national intercoLnected systems was about 5.4 million in
2002. The total peak load in the SAPP in 2002 was 38,115 MW, witlh an average load factor of
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70%. The total generating capacity of the SAPP is about 45,000 MW, 74 % of which is provided
by thermal plant, mostly coal-fired. Since the hydro capacity is subject to hydrological fluctuations
the effective capacity is lower.

At present, there are two classes of members in the Pool: operating - Iinked to the interconnected
regional grid and participating in the power trade, and noni-operating which are yet to constrict
cross-border transmission to enjoy the benefits of the regionial power market. The non-operating
members are ESCOM (Malawi), TANESCO (Tanzania) and ENE (Angola). ESCOM (Malawi)
and TANESCO (Tanzania) are expected to be connected to the regional power market through,
respectively, EDM (Mozambique) and ZESCO (Zambia) within two to five years, while the timiing
of interconnection between ENE, SNEL and Nampower will depend on the need to move power
south through Angola.

The SAPP is organized under the Executive committee, which acts as the board of directors of the
pool and is responsible for the overall pool policy, and a Management committee, which oversees
the administration of the Pool. Three subcommittees serve under the direction of the Management
committee and are in charge of technlical issues: the Planning Subcommittee (which focuses on
reviewing power wheeling rates anniually and developing an indicative SAPP expansion plan every
two years), the Environmuenltal Subcommiiiiittee and the Operating Subcommittee with its associated
Coordination Center. The Coordinationi Center in Harare, Zimbabwe, has several functions, the
most important being the technical oversight of pool operations and acting as a trading center for
electricity flows across the borders of member countries.

The SAPP Agreements state the purpose of the Pool as allowing its members to coordinate the
planning and operation of their systems while mainitaining reliability, a degree of autonomy, and
sharing of the benefits -- including reductionis in requi-ed generating capacity and reserves,
reductions in fuel costs and improved use of hydro-electric energy. The objectives include reduction
in investment and operating costs and enhlancement of the reliability of supply through providing
opportunities to coordinate the installation and operation of generation and tranismission facilities.

The SAPP members agreed to begin their pooling operations as a loose, or cooperative, pool.
Loose pools emphasize gaininig the maximumii economic and reliability benefits from trading within
the parameters of maximiium system autonomiiy. These pools do not employ central dispatch and
tend to be characterized by long-term bilateral contracts for the supply of electricity between
particular generators and customers, supplemented by offsetting short-term contracts and other
deals under the overall agreemiienit framework. Loose pools may provide central services such as
data gatherinig and provision -- including providing contilLuous real-time data to match generation
and demand, producing indicative expansion plans, and implementing emergency procedures.
Loose pools also establish detailed commllon design and operational standards to ensure system
security and reliability, and to facilitate trades.

However, recently the SAPP has been focusing on moving fiom a cooperative pool to a tighter pool.
Operating as a cooperative pool the SAPP broughlt to its members benefits of sUppolt in emergency
situations and increased reliability of supply. Competition was not promoted between members and
the cost of electricity was centered on recoveiy of operating costs. Moving to a tighter pool would
require ensuring open access to transmission infrastructure and addressing the issues of the
differences in size of the titilities within the SAPP. Otherwise, effective competition would be
difficult to envisage.
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Initially, since each member has an obligation to meet domestic demand, some members hesitated to
rely on the Pool for large proportions of domestic load because of reliability problems in the
operation of the interconnected tranismiiissioni system. Gradually, as transmission system reliability
improved, members have become more comifortable with taking a large proportion of their power
requirements fiom the pool, when it reduces cost, rather than maintaining full domestic capacity to
cover their demand and reserve requirements. At present imports from the SAPP cover about 70%
of power demand in Botswana and about 40% in Zilmbabwe.

The trading envirornent within the SAPP is poised for ftundamental change. The primary reason for this is
the imminent depletion of the excess generation capacity, which has been an enduring feature of the
region's electricity sector over the past two decades.

Since the folmation of the SAPP in 1995, the tradinig has been characterized by large supply/demand
imbalances. The supply surplus has resulted in electricity being traded at prices well below long run
marginal costs. This sitLation was tenable for as long as no new major generation investments were
required. However, as a result of growth in regional demand, the deferral of new generation investnents
and the retirement of aging plant, new generation capacity will be required from 2006 onwards. The new
investments can only materialize if the SAPP market is restructured appropriately so that prices are based
on economic levels and the tranismissioni core of the interconniected power system is strengthened.

There are two market mechanisms currently employed in the SAPP trading namely, long term Power
Purchase Agreements (PPA) and the Short Temi Energy Market (STEM).

Historically, the PPA mechanism was the only fonn of trading with contracts typically lasting for 10-15
years. While PPA prices are meant to reflect both fixed and variable cost components, the actual agreed
prices in the SAPP have been well below the long run marginal costs, since the fixed costs were considered
sunk and largely unrecoverable in a market with large excess generation capacity. Most of the PPAs will
expire before 2006, when new generation capacity will be required. The new PPAs will not be based on
historically low price levels but on long irun marginal costs. The long run marginal costs are expected to be
between two to three timies the curient PPA price levels.

Over the past two years STEM trading has increased rapidly. STEM trading is based on day-ahead short
tern contracts for the supply of ener-gy in hourly periods. The STEM pricing is based on the variable cost
component. In a pool with large hydro generation such as the SAPP market, there is considerable potential
for this type of trading. As a result, the prices that have been achieved in the STEM market have been
significantly lower thani the average PPA prices and utilities have displayed an increasing interest for this
fonr of trading. However, since STEM trading does not recover fixed costs, the pricing is unsustainable
and cannot encourage new generation investments.

The persistence and predominance of STEM is heavily dependent on the amount of excess generation in the
market. The risk of failing to contract for the required energy in a pool with large excess generation is low
since there are potentially a number of sellers of energy. However, in a pool with little sutplus generation,
there may be a considerable risk of a utility falling short of their energy requirements. This is a risk that
most utilities are unlikely to take in the future.

It is expected that the STEM market in the SAPP will expand rapidly over the next year or two while
utilities take advantage of the excess generationi within the SAPP. However, the risks of day-ahead trading
will become significanlt once the surplus generation is consumed. In this event, utilities will prefer to enter
into PPAs for the bulk of its demand requiremiienits using the STEM market for 'top-up' requirements.

In summary, it is expected that the trading mechaniismiis within the SAPP will change significantly over the
next few years. Maiiy of the long standing PPAs will expire before 2006. The new contracts are likely to
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be one or two-yearly contracts based on long r111n marginial costs resulting in a two to thlree-fold increase in
prices.

2. Objectives
To facilitate the development of an efficient regional power market which would: (i) decelerate the increase
of electricity prices in the Southemn African Development Community countries through increased
competition; (ii) increase industrial competitiveniess of the region; (iii) create the conditions for accelerated
investment in the power sector, including by the private sector; and (iv) foster regional integration.

3. Rationale for Bank's Involvement
In this project the Bank sees a higlh potential to contr-ibute to economic development of all the SAPP
member countries by promoting cross-border trade, in addition to fostering regional integration and
cooperation. The Bank has a cruLcial role to play as an impartial source of support both in a financing and
an advisory role. The Bank is also best situated to chainel the flow of donor financing to help strengthen
the Coordination Center.

Based on the results of the Integrated Regional Power Master Plan (Pool Plan) prepared by SAPP, the
financing requirements for the regioni are considerable and are unlikely to be provided fully by the private
sector. The private inflows of capital in the sector in the region for the past ten years have been negligible.
This makes a strong case for the Bank's financing of some of the transmission development until investor
confidence is built up.

According to industry normiis, for eveiy US$ I invested in generation, US$0.5 needs to be invested in
transmission and US$0.5 in distributioni to make system operational. Therefore, if the Bank's support of
transmission can attract private investment in generation, the funds invested in the sector will be leveraged
by private capital in the proportion 2:1.

Present and immediate future. The Southern Africani Power Market has been developing incrementally
and has reached the point where it is anchored on a set of Bilateral contracts with a small percentage of the
trade being done on the short-term energy market. This project, in its preparation, has helped establish the.
Coordination Center and during its implementation will provide the Center with the facilities needed to
manage the electricity trade in the region efflciently. It addresses the emerging need for providing rules and
enforcement against non-comiipetitive behavior and reveals some of the intricacies of the impact of dynamic
perfonrance of specific system configulationis on overall pool operation.

Future development. There are obvious residual needs in the Pool as revealed by the Pool Plan study. It
is clear that the transmission networ-k is still sparse and does not yet allow the flow of"finn" power, thus

causing the market to forego some of the benefits of interconnected operation such as reduced generation
reserve margins and increased reliability. These deficiencies are particularly onerous to the smaller
members of the pool. Communulicationi systems are far from adequate and have a negative impact on cost
reduction and reliability. Some of the rules of the pool, notably those relating to membership need to be
strengthened to facilitate increased trade.

Some of the most interestinig prospects with high potential are related to the development of new products
and the innovative use of particular advantages by individual countries to benefit from the market. Some of
these are discussed below:

New Products. Over the next decade or so, the Coordination Center can develop a market in ancillary
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products. These include the provision of:

* Spinning reserve by a third party to satisfy the requirements of a bilateral contract.
* Back-up supply by a third party to satisfy the requirements of a bilateral contract -- the pricing of

the back-up supply can be based on the expected fi-equency and duration of outages at a particular
node of the power system as deteimined by a probability analysis.

* Voltage control (VAR inlputs) to reduce losses or to assure reasonable voltage profiles at particular
points of the system by a third party to satisfy a bilateral contract.

* Corrective actions including the installation of power system stabilizers by a third party to allow
the selling party in a bilateral contract to deliver more power without threatening dynamic
perfonrance of the interconnected system.

* Flood control by the use of reservoirs.

In addition, some members will recognize the potential of using their particular advantages -- geographic
location, possession of storage, climate, etc. - to develop new products for sale. For example, a member
with ample hydroelectric storage could buy electricity at off peak prices from thermal producers or from
hydro producers with limited storage and resell electricity at peak when the prices are higher. This is
equivalent to importing a raw material and processing it for r e-export.

Development of export facilities in selected countries. Two members of the pool, DRC and Mozaunbique
have significant hydroelectric potential, Soutlh Africa has significanit coal reserves and Mozambique and
Namibia have significant gas reserves. To take advantage of optional market conditions, however, it is
important to project into the future the developments that are likely to be attractive in the context of
regional trade so that the necessamy preparations can start early. For example, in the DRC, the existing
transmission corridor will reach its limit when its DC portion is loaded to the point beyond which finm
transfers of power are no longer possible. The maximumii limit for non-finn power transfers is 1,000 MW,
or less than tlree percent of the demand in South Afi-ica. Therefore the DRC needs to start planuning a new
transmission scheme now if it is to benefit from medium tenn opportunities in the trade. The cessation of
hostilities in Angola provides a good option for Suich a scheme and it should be explored. The Bank will
help the SAPP to start investigations on1 a country by couintly basis to explore opportunities that pertain to
each coumtry's comparative advantage in the trade.

The Bank has a particular advantage in bringing together knowledge, gained from its relationships with
individual counhties, and fuiancinig to help witlh these developments that will have a significant impact on
the economies of countries in the region.

4. Description
The first phase of the proposed program (APLI) comprises the following four main components: (1)
support to the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) Coordination Center; (2) an increase of the capacity
of the transmission coinnection betweenl the DRC and the SAPP tluough Zambia (Inga-Zambian border);
(3) an increase of the capacity of the tranismission coinection between the Zambian/DRC border and
Luano substation near Kitwe in Zambia; and (4) a feasibility and preliminiary design stLdy of an
interconnector between Zambia and Tanzaniia that would conunect the SAPP to the market that would be
fonned by intercoinecting Tanzaniia, Uganda and Kenya.

1. Support to SAPP Coordinationl Center- includes:

* An Energy Management System (EMS) -- This EMS will be designed to show flows on
the tie lines among the participants of the Pool but will have no control functions;
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* a communication system to provide data to the mini EMS and to various databases at the
Coordination Center;

* an intemet-based trading system for the Short-Tenn Energy Market (STEM);
* power system analysis software (PSS/E) and associated training;
* Coordination Center staff training;
* SAPP staff training;
* preparation of envirounmenital guidelines;
* a workshop to discuss electricity trading opportuLnities;
* a workshop to discuss opportunities for investment in regional electricity facilities;
* a study to prepare an implemenltationi plan for regulatory arrangements and fair trading

mechaniisms for the SAPP; and
* techn-ical studies to develop a probabilistic measure of reliability and electricity pricing

strLctLures.

2. An increase of the capacity of the transmiiissioni corridor from the DRC to the SAPP by:

* upgrading and rehabilitating the converter and inverter stations on the DC transmission
link fiom Inga to Kolwezi;

* mainitaining the DC tranismission line from Inga to Kolwezi and installing a new
commiunlication system onl the line;

* rehabilitating and reinforcing the AC netNvork from Kolwezi to Karavia substations in the
Katanga region of the DRC (includinig the addition of reactive compensation equipment);

* consttLicting a 220 kV tranlsmiiissioni lie from Karavia substation to the DRC - Zambia
border complete with the provision of integrated infrastructure services along the line
route. (It is important to note that Copperbelt Energy Company (CEC) of Zambia, a
private company, will arrange the financing and construction of the continuation of the
new transmissioni line firom the DRC/Zambia border to Luano substation near Kitwe in
Zambia);

* canying out mitigation of environmental and social impacts; and
* carrying out enviromiienital studies for the futuLre expansion of the DRC power sector.

3. Studying the feasibility of a transmiiission line from Pensulo substation in Zambia to Mbeya
substation in Tanzania and the reiniforcement of the Tanzanian transmission system to Kenya.

5. Financing
Source (Total ( US$mn))
BORROWER ($8.65)
IDA ($178.48)
BILATERAL AGENCIES (UNIDENTIFIED) ($3.36)
FOREIGN PRIVATE COMMERCIAL SOURCES (UNIDENTIFIED) ($9.70)
Total Project Cost: $200.19
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6. Implementation
Project Preparation and Management. Finanicing of the project will be coordinated by the Bank, with
cofinancing expected from several bilateral donors. The program has been prepared with the financial
support of a grant from Japan (PHRD granit for an amount of US$617,732). The recipient of the grant was
the Govemrment of Zilmbabwe who passed it on to the SAPP Coordination Center. A study of the
telecommunications requirements to support the moniitor-ing and execution of regional trade, funded by the
Grant, has been finalized and training for the SAPP participants carried out.

In the case of the DRC, a project management unit in SNEL will manage the work with the assistance of
the local procurement agency, Bureau Central de Coordination (BCECO). The day to day project
management activities will be carried out by a consultinig firm hired for the purpose. The study of the
transmission line from Zambia to Tanzania will be managed by the Office for Promoting Private Power
Investment (OPPPI) of the Ministry of Energy and Water Development of Zambia. Advance procurement
has been done for the stLdy, a consultant has been engaged, financed by a Project Preparation Facility
(PPF), and a draft report prepared. The SAPP Coordination Center is competent to manage its components
within its present organization as been demonistrated by their management of thie PHRD grant.

Implementation Period. The first phase of the program will be implemented over a period of about four
years (October 2003 - December 2007).

7. Sustainability
Sustainability of the program is highly likely because it supports a process that is well known to provide
major benefits to participants. Intercoinection of electricity grids naturally leads to higher reliability for all
of the members and more logical development of generation assets. The only concern in this case would be
whether or not the perceptions of the members differed significantly from these underlying facts. The
following shows that participaints are well in tulne with the benefits to themselves and demonstrates their
enthusiasm for continiuing and improving the Pool.

Critical Items. The following critical items demonstrate ownership by the members of the Pool:

* the Pool was fonred by its members, under the SADC umbrella, to respond to a perceived need;
* it has functioned successfully, without any major unresolved disputes, for several years;
* the Pool structure provides for regular meetings of its committees and sub-commnittees to explore

opportunities and resolve problems; and
* Bank and Donor inputs, in the spirit of NEPAD, respond to the needs identified by the members

and are demand driven.

Examples of growing enthusiasm. The following show that the Pool is dynamic and growing in
sophistication:

* Members are importing increasingly higlher percentages of their electricity needs as transmission
becomes more reliable -- in short, the percentage of local generation in a member country now is
more related to considerations of reliability and price than to some artificially set national
thresholds;

* An increasing number of members are participating in the STEM trade and collecting monetary
benefits; and

* Even big producers are appreciating the beneFits of interconnection - recently, when there was a
major transformer failure at one of its main plants, Zambia, a net producer, was able to obtain
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support from the DRC and so avoid major disruption in its supply to customers.

Critical Risks

The highest risks for the Pool and, therefore, for the program are the possibility of political interference in
the operation of the Pool or the effect of chaotic events in a member country, with a critical geographic
location in the Pool, causing problems with the settlement of bills and, worse, problems with the passage of
electricity through its nationial grid. The risk is substantial since although the SAPP has been established
under the SADC umbrella and its agreemiienits hiave the force of international treaties countries can default.
It is possible that the recently form-led NEPAD will have enough influence to help mitigate this risk.

The risks from componients to outputs are modest. They fall into the broad classifications of
implementation risks, marketilng risks, and institutionial risks related to SNEL and to its relationship with
the Government of the DRC.

8. Lessons learned from past operations in the country/sector
No similar projects have yet been implemented by the Bank; the two interconnection projects noted above
are still at the preparation stage. However, the environment in which the US Mid-Atlantic Power Pool
(MAPP) was established has parallels with the stait-up environment in the SAPP.

The key lesson that has been leamed firom the Bank's Credits in Africa is the need to position power
projects within a sector-wide institLtional context to ensure that the projects do not fail due to ani
inadequate institutional framework or unlsound macroeconlomliic environment. Experience in establishing
competitive power markets in other regions shows the imiportance of (i) developing strong transmission
networks and (ii) establishinlg transparent regulation for the cross-border trading.

9. Environment Aspects (including any public consultation)
Issues : Environmental assessmenit was done both for the DRC component and for the Zambia

component of the project, thouglh investmenit in Zambia is not finaniced by the Bank. The DRC component
was classified as a categomy A initiative because, at the timie, it appeared it might affect critical habitats and
involve significant involLuntary resettlement. The Zambia component, which is a private sector investment
using only corporate funds, was sililaraly classified because it is viable only if the DRC segment of the
lines, which is financed in part by the World Bank, is built.

In the DRC, a consulting finn, SNC Lavalin, was hired by SNEL to carry out the assessment and prepare
the Envirounmental Assessment, the Environlmenital Management Plan, and the Resettlement Action Plani.
The project area includes project structures fiom Inga to FungLirume and on to Karavia, outside of
Lubtunbashi (rehabilitation of existing lines), whence to the Zambian border (construction of new lines),
and the ecosystems and ten-itories that will host the social and economl-ic exchanges that are likely to be
affected by this project. The EA focussed on the southem area, namely, the corTidor for rehabilitating lines
from FungLurume to Karavia and the corridor for the construction of the new 220 kV transmission line from
Karavia to Kasumbelesa in southem Katanga province. Invenitories aind analyses were perfonned within
this area.

In tenns of its biological and physical imipact, the line construction project is situated in a relatively flat and
homogeneous enviroiunent, largely covered by Zaimbezi woodland that has suffered to quite an extent from
human activities as land use around towns and villages is dominated by traditionial fanning. The route for
the proposed 220 kV line passes through no ecologically endangered areas. It is almost entirely located
within areas dominated by the open woodland Zamnbezian forest, typical of Katanga. The environient
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directly affected by the route offers slimii potential for wildlife and no specific known or inventoried biotope
hosts any endemic or endangered wildlife. This scarcity of flora and faiuna is the result of intense pressure
on available resources, due to cutting of trees for heating and due to subsistence hunting. The selected
route will cross no major waterways, other thani the Lufira River.

The impact assessment identified the importance of the various types of impact. In tenrs of the physical
environment, most of the project's potential impact will probably occur during construLction. The work will
affect the soil, rivers and streams and air quality. Such effects will be short-lived and will have veiy little
impact because the contractor is required to perforin this work according to the rules of the trade and will
have to apply mitigation measures where necessary. Soil stabilization and restoration of areas affected by
the work will mitigate anticipated imipact.

The project should also have veiy little impact on the biological environment. Any such impact will result
essentially from clearing the right-of-way. The loss of shruLbs and trees will result in a corresponding loss
of potential wildlife habitats. hn either case, the significance of the impact is considered low, given the
small area involved and the fact that people already farm much of the land. (Such use has already had a
severe effect oni the open woodland Zambezian forest and reduced its potential as a wildlife habitat.) Over
the medium term, renewed growth of shrubs and grasses in the right-of-way will encourage species
associated with this new habitat, such as small mammnals and birds, to establish themselves.

* A two-stage consultation process was carried out with the affected populations. The first phase, an
exploratory one, took place from January 31 to February 3, 2003. At that time, the village heads were
infonred about the project and future consultationi sessions. The second phase took place from March
12 to 22, 2003, and involved the populations of 15 villages along the proposed transmission line, as
well as administrative authorities at different levels. These consultations confirmed that the local
population at all levels looks forward to the investment as a stimulus to the local economy, but they
also revealed the necessity of a new alignment between Karavia and Kasumbalesa because the
aligrnent originally proposed passes thl-oughl wlhat have in the past decade become relatively heavily
populated areas. The new alignmienit by-passes these areas and ensures that the extent of enviromnental
and social impacts are relatively small.

* In addition to public consultationis, the Envirounmenital Assessment, with the Environmental
Management Plan, as well as the Resettlement Action Plan, were disclosed in-country on June 2, 2003.
SNEL will organize public meetings in the project area to gather additional feedback on the proposed
plans.

In Zambia, the Copperbelt Energy Corporation (CEC) contracted the Institute of Enviromnental
Management to undertake the physical assessment of the project zone and to inventory the extent of
temporary and penranent land taking that might involve involuntary resettlement. CEC detennined in its
initial stLdies that, from the environmental, social, technical and economic perspectives, the optimal
alignment for the new 45 km transmission Iine would be within the present wayleave between Luano and
the border with the DRC at Kasumbalesa. (The land acquisition and involuntary resettlement issues
involved in this component are discussed In Section 6.1 below). As in. the DCR, vegetation clearing will be
the major envirornuental imipact durinig const-uction. Between 40 and 80 hectares of natural forest and
6.83ha of ZAFFICO plantation will be cleared which is significantly less than if the line were to follow a
different route. In order to avoid wood wastage, CEC -- through the Forest department and ZAFFICO --
will encourage forest-based industries to salvage sawable timber, and local charcoal producers will be
encouraged to utilize the felled trees. Cutting the trees at stump level (10 - 20cm from the ground) will
enhance the cleared area of natural forest, which will recover quickly through coppicing of stumps and
shooting of roots. CEC is to compenlsate ZAFFICO for early clearing of their 6.83 ha plantation, and pay
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stumpage fees to government thliough the Forest Departmenit for clearing between 40 and 80 ha of the
natural forest.

Originally the area had quite a nuLimber- of fauna species, among them were elephant (Petrodromus
tetradactylus) and bush buck (Tragelaphus, scriptis). Due to farming activities and poaching for the past
years, big fauna has disappeared, and only small animals like grass cutter (Thiyonornys swincleianus), mole
rat (Cryptomys houteniolus), bush squirTel (Paratenus cepapi) and the like are now found in the area. A
number of smaller bird species -- common bulb (pwele), Capeturtle dove (Nkapole), green pigeon
(Inkondokondo) -- are fouLid in the area; but rarely are large birds found. Thus the project will not greatly
impact on fauna in the area: althoughi some may be chased away due to constrLction, some fauna species
will be attracted in the cleared areas.

During the EA process, the CEC and its contr-actor collected primaly data on the envirornental social, and
economic factors through visitation to the project area. Interviews were also conducted with the various
stakeholders including cotuncil officials, govenmi1enlt departments, the affected fanners or individuals within
the project area. Moreover, public awareness and sensitization was considered as an important activity in
the Environmental Impact Assessment, as all the major stakeholders had to be involved and made aware
about the project. In this regard the EIA team uLidertook numerous consultative activities between 14
October 2002 and 28 Januaiy 2003.

In addition to extensive public consultationls, the Environmental Assessment, with the Environmental
Management Plan, as well as the Resettlement Action Plan, were disclosed in-country on May 13, 2003.
CED will organize public meetings in the project area to gather additional feedback on the proposed plans.

10. List of factual techinical documents:

11. Contact Point:

Task Manager
Ludmilla Butenko
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW

Washington D.C. 20433
Telephone: (202) 473-2630
Fax:

12. For information on other project related documents contact:
The InfoShop
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20433
Telephone: (202) 458-5454
Fax: (202) 522-1500
Web: http:f/ www.worldbank.org/infoshop

Note: This is information on an evolving project. Certain components may not be necessarily included
in the final project.
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